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ZooDAO – a sustainable, 
universal solution to NFT utility

WHEN WE SET OUT TO BUILD 
ZOODAO, WE STARTED WITH WHY

Why is $ZOO necessary? There is a 
significant gap in the NFT market which is 
not being served by existing projects.


NFTs have created an engaging global 
market of collectors which sits at the 
intersection of digital art and crypto – 
but existing solutions don’t answer  
a fundamental question: 

What do you do with  
an NFT once you own it?

While NFTs are exciting as a collector’s 
item, there’s a far greater opportunity 
available to collectors: enabling their 
NFTs to generate additional value.


We set out to answer the question what 
if we could generate additional returns 
from the NFTs we already own?


ZooDAO responds directly to this 
question, by creating an ecosystem  
in which NFTs may be used to work  
for users, generating returns on existing 
investments passively.

Introduction
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The NFT Market has exploded

Q1 2021

$2B

$4B

$6B

$8B

Q2 2021 Q3 2021 Q4 2021 Q1 2022 Q2 2022

NFTs PRESENT LIMITLESS 
POSSIBILITIES

Not all of us have taken the leap 
from physical collectibles to the 
world ofdigital collectibles and NFTs.


But those of us who have ventured 
into this new digital world of 
collectibles have likely asked a 
simple question: “What’s next?”

Challenge
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Utilities

Metaverse

Art

Gaming

Collectibles

4B$ 8B$ 12B$

Ensuring NFTs have a viable 
future market also means 
we need to create utility for 
them in the current market.

We’re launching this future market by allowing users to 
earn both tokens and NFTs through liquidity pooling, 
proving the concept of NFTs working not only as a tradable 
token, but as an asset which generates additional value.

Challenge
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The future of NFTs is at stake

Future development of the NFT 
market necessitates NFT utility 
solutions be adopted in the 
current environment.

Launch Introducing Utility Future Development

Utility Solutions NFT Real-World Use Cases

Silent Utility

Utility

Trajectory

NFT Introduction
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Industry Scaling Phase 1

Challenge
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Vision
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Greater purpose for NFTs

A user-friendly on-ramp to DeFi 
for an ever growing community 
of 205'000 NFT holders

The capability to leverage digital 
assets to earn additional 
income without the possibility 
of liquidation or loss

Cross-community interaction 
in a gamified environment



Vision

Sustainable utility for 
NFTs and an accessible 
gateway to DeFi.

Solution

A project-agnostic solution to 
NFT utility. Generating yield for 
NFTs in a gamified environment.

Model

An inclusive approach, enabling 
any ERC-721 NFT project to 
enroll and secure utility.

Challenge
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ZooDAO’s unique assets



$ZOO enables users to 
generate additional value from 
their NFTs, while rewarding the 
community for participating in 
ZooDAO’s success.

ZooDAO’s resilient dApp enables us 
to go beyond the traditional reward 
mechanisms seen in the crypto 
realm to introduce an exciting new 
element of NFT ownership:

NFT Battles

Challenge
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Rewards, 
reimagined



Within the ZooDAO ecosystem, NFT 
Stakers can pitch their own eligible* NFT 
assets against competitors, battling for 
supremacy and earning rewards in the 
form of yield and ZOO tokens.

NFT Stakers are rewarded for their 
participation with a percentage of their 
Voters DeFi yields plus $ZOO incentives 
in a fully transparent fair play system
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NFT Battles

STAGE 1

Stake NFTs

STAGE 2

Vote with USD

STAGE 3

NFT Pairing

STAGE 4

Battles Begin

STAGE 5

Battle Results
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STAGE 1 STAGE 1 begins with the 
Battle Arena accepting 
NFTs for staking

Staking is possible at any time 
during the 3-day window. ZooDAO 
incentivises NFT stakers to 
participate with $ZOO token 
rewards, that are claimable at the 
end of the Season


These Incentive Rewards are 
distributed according to      veZOO 
model.

NFT Holders Stake their NFTs 
to ZooDAO

Battle Arena

NFT Staking 3 days

Gas Fee  
is compensated  

in ZOO tokens
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STAGE 2
Vote with USD 5 days

In , NFT Voters 
select NFT(S) to support 
from the Battle Arena, 
and DEPOSIT stablecoins 
WITHIN the 5 day period

STAGE 2 To ensure fairness and prevent last-
minute sniping, the earlier a user votes, 
the more valuable their votes. 

 are deposited by voters to 
Yearn in one .


ZooDAO incentivises NFT voters to 
participate with ZOO token rewards, 
that are claimable at the end of the 
Season. Incentive Rewards are 
distributed according to       veZOO 
model.

Eligible 
stablecoins*

ZAP**

**(A ZAP performs multiple transactions within one 
transaction, which simplifies user experience and 
can save gas fees.)

NFT Voters

#2208

0x1cb1...49c6

#0001

0x0601...266d

Deposit stablecoins 
in support of 

selected NFTs

Choose NFTs  
to support from 
the Battle Arena

1.3x 1        USD  
= 1.3 Votes

Day 1-2 
of voting

1.0x 1        USD  
= 1 Vote

Day 3-4 
of voting

0.7x 1        USD  
= 0.7 Votes

Day 5 
of voting

Liquidity is sent to 
Yearn Finance Vault

*(DAI, USDC, USDT, FRAX, 
FEI, MIM, and others)

Fantom ChainEthereum Chain
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STAGE 2
Vote with USD 5 days

In , NFT Voters 
select NFT(S) to support 
from the Battle Arena, 
and DEPOSIT stablecoins 
WITHIN the 5 day period

STAGE 2 To ensure fairness and prevent last-
minute sniping, the earlier a user votes, 
the more valuable their votes.  is 
deposited by voters to Moonwell.


ZooDAO incentivises NFT voters to 
participate with ZOO token rewards, 
that are claimable at the end of the 
Season. Incentive Rewards are 
distributed according to       veZOO 
model.

FRAX

Moonbeam Chain

NFT Voters

#2208

0x1cb1...49c6

#0001

0x0601...266d

Deposit Frax  
in support of 

selected NFTs

Choose NFTs  
to support from 
the Battle Arena

Deposited FRAX

are staked in 

Moonwell

1.3x 1      FRAX  
= 1.3 Votes

Day 1-2 
of voting

1.0x 1      FRAX  
= 1 Vote

Day 3-4 
of voting

0.7x 1      FRAX  
= 0.7 Votes

Day 5 
of voting
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STAGE 3
NFT Pairing 1 day

Anyone can make an NFT pair, if they 
want that certain NFT to participate 
in the Battle Arena. An NFT can’t be 
paired if no one voted for it in the 
STAGE 2.


NFTs without a pair don't participate 
in the Battle Arena.

Battles begin in 
with the Battle Arena 
generating a random 
pairing between two NFTs.

STAGE 3 

User
Choose an 
NFT to pair

ZooDAO pairs it with 
other random NFTs 

creating a Battle

#2208

0x1cb1...49c6


#0001

0x0601...266d
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STAGE 4
Battles Begin 12 days

Stablecoins staked in STAGE 2 
determine the number of votes, and 
the odds of the competing NFTs of 
winning the battle.  

Voters can increase their chances of 
winning by staking ZOO, capped at a 
1:1 ratio with their stablecoin votes on 
any given NFT in STAGE 2.

IN STAGE 4 USERS CAN 
BOOST THEIR CHANCES 
OF WINNING BY STAKING  
     ZOO ON THE NFT(S) 
THEY HAVE SUPPORTED. 

1.3x 1      ZOO  
= 1.3 Votes

Day 1-4 
of voting

1.0x 1      ZOO 
= 1 Vote

Day 4-8 
of voting

0.7x 1      ZOO  
= 0.7 Votes

Day 8-12 
of voting

NFT Voters Boost Votes by 
staking       ZOO

100’000
Total Votes

56%

80’000
Total Votes

44%

To Boost an NFT 
you must have 
voted for it in 
STAGE 2.
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STAGE 5
Battle Results 1 day

Odds are determined by the number of 
votes cast; most importantly, 
dominance in the vote doesn’t 
necessarily mean winning the battle.


After STAGE 5, the NFT holders can 
unstake their NFT and claim rewards, 
or leave their NFT in the Battle Arena to 
participate in the next Battle Season.

In , the combined 
votes from STAGE 2 and 
STAGE 4 determine a winner 
based on probabilities 
with a random function.

STAGE 5

100’000
Total Votes

56%

80’000
Total Votes

44%

Random function 
determines the 

Winner

Yield generated  
on yearn is then 

distributed

Yield generated  
on Moonwell is then 

distributed

Moonbeam Chain
Ethereum Chain

Fantom Chain

Collects yield from all Battles 
and creates Pools A & B

Voting positions and  
can be staked as lottery tickets 

to compete for the prizes

wNFTs

NFT Voters

82.5%

NFT Holders

2.5%

xZOO

1.5%

Jackpot A

0.5%

Jackpot B

0.5%

DAO

9.5%

Team

1.5%

Gas Fee 

1%

Royalty

0.5%
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ZOO Token Utility
Users holding $ZOO tokens have multiple 
mechanisms available to them to earn rewards: 

REWARD

Increase your chances of winning 
USD yield by staking ZOO in Battles

Mechanism #1

Boost votes in NFT Battles

REWARD

Sushi – APR Yield 
ZooDAO dApp – ZOO Tokens

Mechanism #2

Yield Farming on Sushi, with SLP Staking  
in the ZooDAO dApp

REWARD

1.5% of NFT Battle Stablecoin 
Yields

Mechanism #3

Stake in the xZOO Module  
of the ZooDAO dApp

Reward

Proportionally higher ZOO 
yield for your favorite projects

Mechanism #4

Lock ZOO in the veZOO Module  
of the ZooDAO dApp
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veZOO veZOO ENABLES PROJECTS TO COMPETE 
TO SECURE A HIGHER PROPORTION OF 
$ZOO REWARDS, DISPERSED AT THE END 
OF EVERY BATTLE SEASON

The locking period selected 
determines the number of 

veZOO tokens secured

Zoo holders

nft project

community

NFT Projects may choose to secure 
$ZOO tokens in their pool on behalf of 
the community to secure higher rewards

Holders of $ZOO may contribute to  
a project-specific pool to secure veZOO 
voting power

$ZOO Rewards from NFT Battles  
are 
proportionate to the number of 
veZOO the community pool holds

distributed to communities 

19%

10% 9.5%
8%

4%
2%

3%

6.5%

10.5%

7%

1.5%

7%
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xZOO
Users staking $ZOO tokens in the dApp can 
earn xZOO, entitling the user to a share 
of the yield generated in all NFT Battles

      ZOO holders staking ZOO for their share of the 
xZOO pool secure 1.5% of the yield generated across 
all ongoing NFT Battles

      ZOO is generated for as long as       ZOO tokens 
are staked in the dApp

1.5%
1      ZOO = 1.5% 
of the total USD 
yield across all 
Battles

NFT Voters 82.5%

NFT Holders 2.5%

Jackpot A 0.5%

Jackpot B 0.5%

DAO 9.5%

Team 1.5%

xZOO 1.5%

Royalty 0.5%

Gas Fee 1%
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Jackpots

Vote on NFTs

Receives zVote

Stake zVote 
in Jackpot B

Stake NFTs

Receives zNFT

Stake zNFT 
in Jackpot A

When you stake an NFT or 
vote on an NFT in ZooDAO, 
you receive a  
representing your position

new NFT

Your  and 
NFTs can additionally be 
staked as lottery tickets  
to compete for Jackpots

"zNFT" "zVote" 

Jackpots A and B each 
represent 0.5% of the total 
yield generated across all 
Battles in a Battle Season

Jackpots



Captive audience

60+ 2.3M+ 219K+
NFT projects Eligible NFTs Unique NFT holders

Solution
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We’re a group of passionate 
crypto enthusiasts who have 
been active in the world of 
decentralized assets since 
the early days

Through months of ideation and 
hard work, we’re excited to provide 
a solution to the community we 
wished was available when we 
bought our first NFTs.

The core team is comprised of 
passionate visionaries with experience 
in Blockchain Development, Banking & 
Finance, Software Development, and 
Compliance & Regulation.

Team and advisors

Alexey Dimitri Josh Evgenij Artem Dmitry Slava

Trevor Olga Yaroslav Patrick Rinat Roy Anna Oleg


